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Overview
Since developing the aluminum industry, and throughout their history, Alcoans have been at
the forefront of breakthrough innovations and implemented best practices that have led to
increased efficiency, safety, sustainability, and stronger communities wherever they operate.
Since 2018, Alcoa has partnered with Senseye in achieving best-in-class technology and
operational practices for Predictive Maintenance.

Challenges
Facing reducing financial margins in the global aluminum market and increasing operational
and production efficiency targets, Alcoa established a global corporate initiative – Reliability
Excellence Model (REX) to tackle these challenges and focus on adopting the best maintenance
practices, including moving from “Planned Maintenance” to “Predictive Maintenance” through
use of technology (REX-IT).
Alcoa scoured the market for a specialized, robust, market-leading product to deliver
Predictive Maintenance capable of leveraging existing machine and maintenance data feeds,
without installing thousands of new sensors. Also, this product had to be used by machine
operators and maintainers without requiring complex and long setup or extensive training, and
be rolled out to different sites around the world whilst providing a rapid return on investment.

“We are pleased to have partnered with Senseye on this corporate
initiative to enable Predictive Maintenance and improve operational
efficiencies. The results and ROI were executed in a prompt manner and
our users are thrilled with the ease of use of the Senseye PdM product.
We are now looking at opportunities in the Bauxite Mining & Refining
business streams, as well as defining the best business cases to
commence further deployment in the Smelting business stream.”
Bruno Longchamps, Global Aluminum Manufacturing Intelligence Manager, Alcoa
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Solution
Following a thorough evaluation of the market and competitive tender, with proposals from
11 market leaders including AVEVA and PTC, the contract was awarded to Senseye. Alcoa
selected one of their Aluminum Smelter plants, Fjar∂aál located in East Iceland as the first site
to roll out Senseye PdM in a structured global deployment. Fjarðaál is one of the most modern
and technologically advanced smelters in the world and is a model in terms of environmental
protection.

Why Senseye?
Senseye came out on top in Alcoa’s competitive tender processes in both the US (2018) and
Australia (2019). Here’s why:
• Proven solution with successful deployments across the globe. ROI achieved in Fjar∂aál in
6 months.
• Transparency: Senseye organized discussions with another large manufacturing client for
references and user-experience stories.
• Specialized PdM product, specifically designed to meet the requirements of the
maintenance professional, offering significant time and cost savings over a platformdevelopment approach.
• An outcome-focused solution, designed to provide fast, meaningful results and ROI.
• The deployment was engineered with templating and scalability front of mind, for successful
and repeatable expansion to further sites and assets.
• Intuitive user interface delivers clear, comprehensive Cases with minimal staff training
required.
• Flexible source data intake for fast, cost-effective and non-invasive asset inclusion. Senseye
PdM can make use of existing process data and use it for Condition Monitoring – reducing or
eliminating cost of additional sensors.

To enable Predictive Maintenance at this site, Senseye PdM was connected to Alcoa’s existing
data historian and maintenance systems - OSIsoft PI and Oracle EAM, to deliver a unified and
powerful Predictive Maintenance solution – all without installing a single new sensor.
Using Senseye PdM, Alcoa now monitors critical machinery as well as balance of plant across
all areas of the facility, including smelting, casting lines, environmental systems and supporting
facilities, with more assets regularly and easily being added. Senseye PdM analyzes machine
condition monitoring data against historical information by using proprietary and mechanical
engineering-focused machine learning algorithms that automatically provide maintenance
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engineers with alerts, diagnostics and predictions before functional failure is reached.
For example, maintenance personnel can now be notified weeks before issues are experienced
with motors due to failing components, helping to avoid up to 12 hours of unplanned downtime.
This has lead to significant improvements in OEE.

The Data Journey

Senseye is an OSIsoft official partner and has a flexible architecture to allow connection
to any CMMS / EAM system, enabling organizations to gather insights from existing
sensors, machines and maintenance systems to deliver a unified asset-health view for
intelligent Predictive Maintenance. Senseye’s proprietary technology is supported by unique
methodologies built on Asset knowledge, Mechanical Engineering, Condition Monitoring,
Maintenance practices and a flexibility around data sources to provide a repeatable and
scalable framework for customer success.
Starting in 2018 Senseye and Alcoa worked closely together on the best approach to integrate
both condition monitoring data and maintenance data. Within Alcoa, the ITAS Automation
Solutions team lead the architecture definition and implementation of API integrations and the
use of Azure gateway technology to enable on-premises to cloud integrations. This was done
with scale in mind and has the ability to enable connections to more than just the Fjar∂aál site.
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Working with Condition Monitoring specialists and Data
Analysis Teams
Senseye PdM is designed to complement customer in-house condition monitoring and data
analysis expertise, not replace it. It takes care of assets for which it is not economical to build
custom analytics. At the same time, it can integrate custom algorithms or consume their
results, freeing up data scientists to concentrate on building models rather than infrastructure
and User Interfaces. Our vision is that Senseye PdM is a capability within the asset managers
toolset and very much see it as a tool that will integrate into the many applications that may
already exist within an organization.

How Alcoa benefits from using Senseye PdM
Senseye PdM liberates maintenance teams from trying to manually work out which assets
need their attention; it enhances productivity and reduces overall maintenance spend.
Senseye PdM achieves this at Alcoa in a number of ways:
1. Automating the Humdrum
Automating analysis of condition monitoring data on large numbers of low- and mediumcriticality assets frees maintainers and data scientists to focus on unusual assets and more
creative projects.
2. Augmenting Human Expertise
Senseye PdM helps to scale scarce human expertise. It gives teams more time to make
decisions while the routine data analysis is carried out automatically behind the scenes.
Humans and machines operate to their strengths; they collaborate and complement one
another.
3. Setting Priorities to Optimize Resources
Senseye PdM monitors thousands of connected assets around the globe, automatically
detecting abnormal behavior and patterns that match the known failure modes.
Mechanical issues are spotted much earlier, enabling users to fix problems before they
can disrupt operations. Senseye Attention Index™ takes into account all the ways that
Senseye PdM can detect or predict issues including anomaly detection, trends, thresholds
and prognostics. The software, at every level, guides the user towards determining the
underlying problem, rectifying it and capturing this for future use, feeding into machine
learning algorithms so that future failures can be spotted early enough to take action.
4. Moving Beyond Asset Health
In common with most condition monitoring systems, Senseye PdM previously helped
users to set priorities by indicating an Asset Health score for every asset. This is now being
replaced by the Attention Index, which provides a single way of sorting assets. This new
approach is part of a next generation of analytics being deployed using a new range of
in-house algorithms.
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5. At-a-glance Insights
Attention Index supports decision-making by presenting a prioritized list of assets. It is the
expertise of the user that determines the next step. By keeping the design of the software
simple and straightforward, valuable time is saved. By harnessing the power of machine
learning, informed decisions are made, and by capturing the actual work done, all parts of
the system continue to learn.
By helping users to identify where they should be focusing their maintenance resources,
Senseye PdM delivers impressive results, with a typical 85% increase in maintenance
accuracy accompanied by reductions of 50% in downtime and a boost of 55% in
productivity.
6. Scalability
AI has the ability to process data and perform calculations faster and more accurately than
humans, but it is the availability of hosting this data in the cloud that is enabling the other
real big opportunity: scalability. For humans, increased data would mean a recruitment
exercise, but with cloud computing you can just scale up almost instantly when required.
Also, just as humans learn from experience, so does AI. When the scope of an AI program’s
remit is expanded, so is the ability to learn, refine and improve outcomes.

Key Outcomes
•

Predictive Maintenance deployed at a leading “sustainable” site

•

Existing data and infrastructure investments leverage, full ROI achieved without installing
any additional sensors

•

Reduced unplanned downtime by 20%

•

10% reduction in the time spent diagnosing maintenance problems

•

Improved operating efficiencies and reduced maintenance costs

•

Achieved ROI within 6 months

•

Senseye continues to work with Alcoa globally on opportunities for the application of the
Senseye PdM product.
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Further Advantages
While focusing on Alcoa’s core objectives of reducing maintenance costs and unplanned
downtime, Senseye PdM also provides further operational benefits such as:
1. Enabling Remote Asset Monitoring
Before 2020, the benefit of remote working in a manufacturing environment was almost
entirely focused on safety. With working practices now rapidly changing, cloud-based 		
predictive maintenance solutions are keeping factories operational.
2. Safety
Remote PdM technology provides an opportunity for industrial organizations to reduce
employee risk:
a) Reducing the risk of catastrophic failures
Machines that work correctly and efficiently are safer, with less risk of damage to nearby
people and assets. Failures also have no respect for pre-planned inspection and 		
maintenance routines, whereas continuous remote monitoring removes the surprise 		
element.
b) Reducing potential harm from unnecessary maintenance
Preventative maintenance practices often result in over-maintenance of assets, 		
requiring staff to intervene on machines more often than necessary which can introduce
additional failures, not to mention increased costs due to inefficiency. Using Senseye to
maintain machines based on condition, rather than to a strict schedule, means 		
they intervene only when necessary, reducing the risk of harm to people or machines.
c) Reducing the number of people in hazardous environments
Monitoring machine condition remotely, using data gathered from smart sensors on the
assets, means there is less need for staff members to visit potentially hazardous 		
environments.
3. Enabling efficiencies
At the plant in Fjar∂aál, manual asset condition checks were already being made with 		
handheld instruments being used to gather readings from most of its critical assets. 		
However, they had found these manual inspections were not sufficient or able to provide
accurate enough results.
By introducing Senseye PdM into an already mature programme, Alcoa was able to 		
automate around 90% of the analytic tasks that the diagnostic system engineer had 		
previously been performing, freeing them up for other efficiency improvement work.
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“Being able to adapt to our customer’s existing technology roadmap
and deliver a unified view is key to supporting best-in-class corporate
programs such as the one led by Alcoa.
By collaborating with our technology partners like OSI, we can leverage
existing customer investments to complete the Industry 4.0 value-chain
and provide our customers with a full predictive maintenance solution
that delivers results within days of use, as opposed to a siloed solution or
lengthy and costly platform.”
Robert Russell, CTO, Senseye

Continuing the Journey
Following the success of this project, Senseye is working with Alcoa to leverage the templates
for success established at Fjar∂aál, integrating Senseye PdM into the day-to-day lives of
Alcoans and helping to optimize Alcoa maintenance & reliability management processes. As
part of this process, Alcoa is in a prime position to rapidly leverage learnings and replicate
success as further deployments across additional plants are considered as there is no limit to
the number or types of assets that can be monitored with Senseye PdM.

Get started with Senseye PdM
Senseye is an approved Alcoa supplier – having passed all required security and business
audits. The best way to get started is to contact sales@senseye.io and discuss Senseye PdM
with your plant manager.
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